


LED is used for power-saving, long-life and environmentally friendly UV sources. 
UV LED technology does not generate excessive heat enabling printing on 
material including heat-sensitive substrates for flexible packaging such as thin 
films, too.

A choice of ink types to suit your application
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Selectable ink types for different applications

As ink flexibility of LF-140 ink varies according to the substrate to be printed, please be sure to test it beforehand. UV LED curing technology 
for high functionality and ecology

Print directly on almost any
material or any application

Automatic primer application
functionality

Add value with glossy finishing and
multi-layered printing

Inks and substrates:
•As physical properties of ink (adhesion, weather resistance etc.) are different depending on media, please be sure 
to have a print test in advance.

•Depending on the application,  primers, other surface treatment or surface protection such as lamination may be 
necessary.

Safety notice:
This product is equipped with UV irradiation equipment. 
Please pay attention to the following notes in order to use safely.
•Do not look directly into the UV light source nor place your hand, or expose your skin directly to the UV light source. 
•Depending upon print mode, some VOC emittance from printed parts not yet cured and hardened may occur.
•In addition, please be sure to read and follow the instructions and guidelines of the manual carefully.

●Some of the samples in this catalog are artificial renderings. ●Specifications, design and dimensions stated in this 
catalog may be subject to change without notice (for technical improvements, etc). ●The corporate names and 
merchandise names written on this catalog are the trademark or registered trademark of the respective corporations. 
●lnkjet printers print using extremely fine dots, so colors may very slightly vary after replacement of the printing heads. 
Also note that if using multiple printer units, colors could vary slightly from one unit to other unit due to slight individual 
differences. ●The specifications described in this catalog are as of August 2022.
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